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LANDON FULLER/Staff photographer 
Sarah Ann Baum of Alpha Gamma Delta appears to the 
crowd at McAfee Gymnasium as the 1993 Homecoming 
queen. 
Alpha Garnnia Delta 
named 1993 queen 
Sarah Ann Baum of Alpha 
Gamma Delta sorority and 
Kevin St. Angel of Pi Kappa 
Alpha fraternity were 
named the 1993 Homecom-
ing queen and king Monday 
at the Coronation Ceremony 
in McAfee Gymnasium. 
Baum and Angel were 
chosen out of 43 candidates 
along with the six-member 
court and two freshmen 
attendants. Thirty candi-
dates competed for the fresh-
men attendant positions. 
Named to the court were: 
Alexis Genetski of Alpha Phi 
sorority, Nick Carrillo of 
Sigma Phi Epsilon fraterni-
ty, Diane Brown of Delta 
Zeta sorority, and Chris 
Jones of Delta Tau Delta. 
Freshman attendants will 
be Amy Sciaccotta of Alpha 
Phi sorority and Corey Lines 
of Delta Tau Delta fraterni-
ty. 
Also, announced during 
the evening was the stand-
ings in competition for over-
• BSU to host 
two Homecoming 
events. See Page 
5. 
all participation. 
Each organization re-
ceived points for window 
painting in the Martin 
Luther King Jr. University 
Union Walkway and the 
number of members named 
to the homecoming court, 
freshmen attendants and 
king and queen. 
Sigma Pi Epsilon fraterni-
ty and Sigma Kappa sorority 
are in the overall lead so far 
for Homecoming 1993. 
First place winners in the 
window painting competi-
tion were Thomas Hall and 
Lawson Hall, second place 
winners were Alpha Phi 
Omega sorority and Epsilon 
Sigma Alpha fraternity with 
Circle K. Third place win-
ners were Delta Zeta sorori-
ty and Pi Kappa Alpha fra-
ternity. 
Contract grants 
Cosby $105,000 
By BRIAN HUCHEL 
Staff writer 
For his two performances for 
Parents Weekend Nov. 6, 
comedian Bill Cosby will 
receive a flat rate of $100,000 
plus $5,000 for expenses, 
according to the contract 
returned Monday to the Office 
of Student Activities from the 
William Morris Agency, Cos-
by's public relations firm. 
David Milberg, director of 
student activities, said con-
tract negotiations surrounding 
certain aspects of Co8by's per-
formance have been finalized, 
allowing the release of the 
amount being paid for the con-
certs. 
"Cosby uses a flat rate when 
he is payed for a performance," 
Milberg said. "Because of that, 
he does not receive any per-
centage of the money brought 
in from the ticket sales." 
Milberg said both the 6:30 
p.m. and 9:30 p.m. perfor-
mances in Lantz Gymnasium 
have sold out. Lantz Gym's 
capacity is 4,300 per show, 
which means, at $18 per tick-
et, sales totals $154,800. 
After paying Cosby, student 
activities will have $49,800 
remaining. Some of the re-
maining funds will go to cover 
the purchase of technical 
equipment that Cosby uses 
during his concerts. 
"It was mainly specific tech-
nical needs that prolonged the 
contract negotiations," Milberg 
said. "(Cosby), as part of his 
performance, asked that he 
have a large screen on either 
side of him, two television 
cameras, projectors, operators · 
and other technicalities." 
Milberg said figures stating 
the cost of Cosby's technical 
t Continued on Page 2 
Dunn report shows Rives 
waited to grant pay raise 
By JOHN FERAK 
Administration editor 
Former Eastern President 
Stan Rives only decided to 
grant faculty member Janet 
Francis-Laribee's first "mar-
ket-equity" pay raise on the 
advice of a Board of Governors 
attorney and after he realized 
a contract guaranteeing her a 
pay raise and promotion upon 
receiving her doctorate degree 
would be breached. 
These conclusions are .con-
tained in the Dunn report, a 
document written by BOG 
attorney Mark Dunn to inves-
tigate Janet Francis-Laribee's 
sexual harassment allegations 
against Efraim Turban, for-
mer distinguished professor in 
the Lumpkin College of Busi-
ness. 
In a memo dated March 19, 
1991, Rives sent a letter to 
Francis-Laribee, then a tempo-
rary instructor of computer· 
operations and management, 
with a revised contract for the 
1990-91 school year that 
increased her salary to $5,800 
Layzell, Dufl:n 
to address senate 
By AMY CARNES 
Staff writer 
The Faculty Senate and 
the campus community will 
have an opi>ortunity to ask 
questions today of Board of 
Governors Chancellor Thom-
as Layzell and BOG attor-
ney Mark Dunn about the 
tenure settlement in an 
Eastern faculty member's 
sexual harassment lawsuit 
and also about a report that 
investigated the alleged mis-
.handling of the case by 
Eastern administrators. 
The Faculty Senate will 
meet at 2 p.m. today in the 
per month and changed her 
rank to assistant professor. 
At the top of Rives' memo-
randum, he wrote "action 
taken after consultation and 
Francis-Laribee 
guaranteed a job 
by Turban. See 
Page 3. 
Charleston-Mattoon Room of 
the Martin Luther. King Jr. 
University Union. The. room 
chang.e from the senate's 
usual meeting in the BOG . 
Room of Booth Library was 
made to accommodate an 
expected crowd of more than 
lOOpeople. 
. ., Continued on Pag!!; ~ · 
agreement by Mark Dunn." 
This action was taken near-
ly seven months after Francis-
Laribee's raise and promotion 
• Continued on Page 2 
. ' ~ ~ : !. ' 
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FROM PAGE ONE 
Cosby---~~~~~~~~ 
t From Page 1 
needs have not yet been released. 
by Mil berg Sept. 7. The search for a Parents 
Weekend performer began in April. 
Revenues from ticket sales for the perfor-
mance will be allocated to the student activities 
"Bringing Cosby to perform at Eastern is not 
like scheduling a band who had a hit song five 
years ago," Milberg said. "Cosby is a very popu-
lar performer, he is at a peak that began many 
years ago. 
concert reserve account. 
Milberg said there was nothing special 
involved in scheduling Cosby to perform here. 
"It is a great thing to have a performer with 
Cosby's standing and prestige come to perform 
to Eastern," Milberg added. 
''He was landed just like any other artist that 
has performed here in the past," Milberg said. 
''We contacted his agency to find out when he 
was available. He just happened to be available 
onNov.6." 
Cosby's performance was officially confirmed 
Cosby, who performed at Eastern in 1968 
and 197 4, is currently working on a project out-
side the country. 
Dunn-----------
•FromPage 1 
was supposed to take effect as 
a result of her receiving a doc-
torate degree. 
. "It isn't like I called him. 
(Rives) and told him to give 
her the pay raise," Dunn said. 
"I told him giving her a raise 
was the appropriate thing to 
do. I say that's living up to the 
original agreement. 
"The president's position 
was, had he known these 
things, he would have paid her 
the salary increase," Dunn 
added. "He said he didn't 
understand (the original con-
tract)." 
Glenn Stanko, attorney rep-
resenting Francis-Laribee, 
said Monday that the delay to 
grant his client the raise and 
promotion she originally 
agreed to could ''be viewed as a 
form of continuous retaliation 
against her." 
"It's my belief he had to 
know," Stanko said of Rives' 
knowledge ofFrancis-Laribee's 
contract stipulating a raise 
upon receiving her doctorate. 
"For some reason, he only 
offered her $140 per month 
raise." 
Stanko was referring to a 
memo sent from Rives to 
Francis-Laribee on October 29, 
1990. The letter from Rives 
states, "We are prepared to 
increase your salary by $140 
per month as a result of the 
completion of your doctorate 
prior to the start of the 1990 
fall semester .. . This will be 
retroactive to Sept. l." 
Stanko sa~d Rives didn't 
originally grant Francis-
Laribee the raise she was 
promised and then refused to 
discipline Turban for actions 
Turban allegedly took trying 
to influence search committees 
in the College of Business not 
to hire Francis-Laribee for two 
tenure-track positions that 
were open. 
As documented in the 
report, Turban . was alleged to 
have brought a catalog from 
the University of San Fran-
cisco International, the college 
where he taught and Francis-
Laribee was his graduate stu-
dent. Turban reportedly tried 
to convince search committee 
members in 1991 that USFI 
didn't offer a degree in man-
agement information systems, 
and Francis-Laribee wasn't 
qualified for one of the posi-
tions. 
Layzell~------.. __ _ 
" From Page 1 
Layzell and Dunn will discuss the Dunn 
report, an inch-thick document investigating 
the alleged mishandling by Eastern adminis-
dean of graduate studies, and a $500 per month 
pay raise and,tenure. 
Dunn will give a summary of events leading 
to the settlement prior to the question and 
answer session, said Faculty Senate Chairman 
Bill Addison. Addison said if there is enough 
time, audience members will have the opportu-
. trators of Janet Francis-Laribee's sexual 
harassment case against Efraim Turban, for-
mer distinguished professor in the Lumpkin 
College of Business. The Dunn report was 
released by the BOG last week. 
, nity to ask questions also. 
As part of her recent out-of-court settlement 
with the board, .Francis-Laribee was awarded 
$150,000, promotion from assistant to associate 
professor, reassignment to acting assistant 
~ Golden Comb 
Addison said he does not thillk there will be 
a lot of different questions directed toward 
Layzell and Dunn. • 
Glenn Stanko, the attorney who represents· 
Francis-Laribee, will attend Tuesday's meeting 
with his client. 
~ 
3-PIECE 
DINNER 
$225 
3 pieces of golden brown fried chicken, 
mashed potatoes & gravy, creamy cole slaw 
and 2 fresh hot biscuits 
2-PIECE $190 
LUNCH 
Try our delicious 
• Bar-B-Que Ribs 
•Livers & Gizzards 
• Fish Sandwiches 
• Fish Dinner 
JOIN US 7 DAYS A WEEK FOR 
BREAKFAST 
Complete Menu 5-11 a.m. 
Ask about our 
CATERING • 345-6424 
Gift Certificates 
2-pc. chicken, mashed 
potatoes & gravy, 
slaw & 1 biscuit 
Barbeque Pork Ribs 
Served Daily! 
1305 Lincoln 
Avenue 
Charleston, 
Illinois 
SURPRISE YOUR fRIENDI 
Place a BIRTHDAY AD with a 
PHOTO AND MESSAGE 
The Dally E.astem News 
(Deadlln~: 3 full Days Before 
Ad Is to run) 
· ~ - ~ Beauty and tannin~ salon b 1205 3rd 1 1 /2 Blocks 1. Lincoln b 
r#' 345-7530 r#' ~ ~ 
PH/GAMMA NU 
Hair care for men and women 
.,, 
Tans 10 for $30.00 reg $5.00 each ·~ ® 
o~ Mary Kay cosmetics available thru Deb ~ 
{9 Look for Buy 1 get 1 Free eye color coupon b ,. In Oct issue New Woman ,. ~ 
exp. Nov 30, 1993 ·! .. 1f 
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Would Like To Announce The 
Fall Pledge Class 
Dan Alber 
Maureen Ancheta 
Nathan Asli.nger 
Jennifer Baum 
Michael Biester 
Scott Bryant 
Christian Cyr 
Neely Doubet 
Dana. Drury 
Tricia Hartke 
Janna Henry 
John Huber 
Lisa Johnson 
Shana Kemper 
Travis Kuntz 
Amy Lyle 
Pamela McNamara 
Tamara Morris_ 
Michelle Myers 
Jerrimy Nacke 
Emily Pritchett 
Jessica Shepard · 
·carrie Simms· 
Vickie Sommese 
Krupal Swami 
Heather Ulrici 
Samantha Wulfers 
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ember claims 
ne graduation 
very realistic' 
"Very realistic" is how Amy 
bin, student member of a 
e-person graduation review 
mmittee, describes a pro-
change that would cut 
duation ceremonies down 
one day per year instead of 
current two days per year 
duation schedule. 
Stephen Falk, vice presi-
t for institutional advance-
nt, formed the committee 
review a proposal that 
d make several changes 
commencement exercises. 
Jobin, who was appointed to 
e committee by Student 
nate Executive Vice Presi-
nt Shirley Von Bokel, said 
though her graduation in 
ay went smoothly, some 
es in ticket distribution 
d scheduling are necessary. 
If the changes are ap-
ed, students scheduled to 
duate in December would 
~e to return to Eastern the 
owing May and participate 
graduation exercises with 
tudents slated for that 
nth's ceremonies. 
Under the proposal, which 
said would take affect in 
ay 1995 if approved, cere-
onies would be held on one 
ay tentatively at 9 a.m., 
n, 3 p.m. and 6 p.m. 
Falk said he told the com-
'ttee to get input that would 
indicative of students' opin-
on graduation. 
"Overall, the proposal is a 
idea because it is difficult 
or students to go to the 
December graduation cere-
111onies because of finals," 
Jobin said. 
Jobin said the change in the 
\Vay tickets will be distributed 
to students for relatives to 
attend is necessary in keeping 
the number of people attend-
ing the ceremonies at an 
acceptable level in the case of 
inclement weather. 
What Jobin was referring to 
is the proposal's planned 
decrease in ticket allocation 
from six tickets per student to 
five. 
Falk said last year's com-
mencement, which was held 
in Lantz Gymnasium, was 
overcrowded because of a mis-
calculation ofLantz's capacity. 
Falk said, "When we hand-
ed out the tickets, we would 
ask people if they were bring-
ing children. Many of them 
said yes, but added the chil-
dren would sit on their lap. 
"Because of this, we had 
about 400 tickets left over but 
not a seat available in the 
house," he added. 
Falk said the North Quad 
in front of Booth Library is a 
more practical and comfort-
able setting for graduation 
ceremonies. 
"Lantz holds about 4,200 
people while we can put more 
than 6,000 people in the quad 
because many come and go as 
they please using lawn 
chairs," Falk said. 
Jobin agreed with Falk's 
statement, saying, "The 
library quad adds so much 
more to the ceremony than 
Lantz, and it's tradition." 
Jobin added it was untrue 
that she was not receptive to 
Falk's idea of only one gradua-
tion per year. 
Falk said although he 
would rather not limit tickets 
to students, it is necessary 
because the North Quad can 
hold more people than Lantz 
Gym. 
LANDON FULLER/Staff photographer 
Hit me! 
Kevin Rwiner talces a wack at an old car in the Library Quad Monday afternoon as part of 
Homecoming activities. 
·Francis-Laribee 'promised' 
' . 
temporary job at Eastern 
By JOHN FERAK 
Administration editor 
Janet Francis-Laribee came 
to Eastern in fall 1989 from 
the University of San Fran-
cisco International based on 
the recommendation of Efraim 
Turban, who was hired by 
Lumpkin dean Ted lvarie for 
the 1989-90 school year as 
Lumpkin's distinguished pro-
fessor for a three-year contract 
at a salary of $110,000 per 
year. 
Turban promised Francis-
Laribee "he could get her a 
job" at Eastern as a temporary 
computer operations and man-
agement instructor, stated the 
Dunn report, an inch-thick 
document by Board of Gover-
nors attorney Mark Dunn 
investigating the alleged mis-
handling of Francis-Laribee's 
sexual harassment case 
against Turban. 
"Through Dr. Turban, I was 
encouraged to apply for the 
position at EIU," Francis-
Laribee told Dunn in his 
report. "He assured. me I 
would have no problems get-
ting an assistant professorship 
in data processing in 1990." 
Francis-Laribee applied to 
Eastern in July 1989. Later 
that month she was called to 
Turban's office at USIU. 
During' a telephone call she 
took in his office, lvarie 
advised Francis-Laribee he 
would recommend that she be 
employed at Eastern. 
Based on Turban's advice, 
Ivarie hired Francis-Laribee 
as a temporary instructor of 
computer operations and man-
agement, salaried at $32,000. 
However, Francis-Laribee 
made an agreement with John 
Walstrom, acting business .· 
department chairman in fall 
1989. The agreement stated 
that upon her receiving her · 
doctorate she would have the 
rank of assistant professor. 
and a pay increase to $5,800 
per month. 
During the next several 
months, Francis-Laribee met 
with Judy Anderson, former 
affirmative action director, 
and alleged that Turban then 
began verbally. harassing her 
and creating mental anguish 
for Francis-Laribee in her 
hopes of finishing her disser-
tation for her doctorate 
degree. 
Former President Stan 
Rives had hoped to resolve the 
sexual harassment case infor-
mally on the administrative 
level, Dunn wrote. 
Mayor ·to recommend Motor Inn case to council 
Prior to the regular -Charleston City 
Pouncil meeting tonight, Charleston 
t.fayor Dan Cougill will discuss in a 
tlosed session whether the city should 
continue pursuing a tax collection law-
.Wt against the previous owners of the 
Charleston Motor Inn 
The council will meet at 7 :30 p.m. 
t;onight in the City Council Chambers 
at 520 Jackson Ave. 
Although the city has waited more 
than a year for the previous owners of 
the Charleston Motor Inn to pay 
$30,000 in delinquent tourism taxes, 
Cougill said Friday he will consider 
dropping a civil lawsuit meant to settle 
the hotel's debts. 
The mayor said Monday he was still 
undecided about whether the suit 
should remain filed because he had not 
reviewed the case material. · 
Cougill said he will make a sugges-
tion to the city council as to what he 
feels should be done about the case on 
Tuesday. The council members will 
then be permitted to review the case 
material. Cougill said the council will 
not make a formal decision on the law-
suit until the next city council meeting. 
AR.JAY Hospitalities, the inn's par-
ent company, came to a settlement sev-
Tuesday at 
Tonight: · 
Leinie Pitchers 
$3.50 
Tomorrow: 
Free Pool 5-8 p.m. 
*With Drink Purchase 
$ 1.00 pints of Leinie 
and LOwenbrau 
UUarty's 
BURGERAMA! 
Bacon Cheeseburger w /fries 1.99 
Double it for 2.49 
or Triple it for 2.99 
$1 Bottles (GD-GD Light) 
others $1.25 , 
Tonlte: 25( Hot 'N Spicy BBQ's 
\ ... -- ··- . ~ . - - . - -- . . .. . . ,._ . - . . . . . . 
.... . ' .. " . .. . ·• ........ '" .................. ._ .......................... - . 
•••--•••••• •• •·•• •-•-• - • ""' r•-• ·--
eral weeks ago with Magna Bank of St. 
Louis, which had foreclosed on the 
property. City Attorney Brian Bower 
said in April he thought ARJAY's debts 
with the bank totaled about $1 million. 
After repeated warnings from the 
city, the inn owners failed to pay their 
debts to the city and were forced to 
close the inn in March 1992 after the 
city revoked its liquor license and shut 
off the building's water and sewer ser-
vices. 
In its lawsuit against ARJAY 
Hospitalities, the city is seeking 
$26,031 plus penalties for unpaid 
hotel/motel tourism taxes. The penal-
ties of 1.5 percent per month for late 
payments have accumulated since Nov. 
30, 1991. 
Another portion of the lawsuit seeks 
collection of delinquent water and 
sewer bills totaling $1,833.50. 
In other business: 
• The council will vote on a request 
by Charles and Nancy White for the 
Normal Park Place East subdivision, 
east of 12th Street between Grant and 
Arthur Avenues. 
• The council will consider an ordi-
nance granting a conditional-use per-
mit for the owners of a residence at 763 
10th St. The owners want to convert 
their residence into a bed and break-
fast establishment. 
ONCE UPON A TIME ... 
DOMINO'S 
PIZZA 
BRINGS THIS SPECIAL 
BACK TO YOU! 
Large one topping .. pizza 
$4. 99 TUESDAY ONLY 
677 Lincoln 
Charleston 348-1626 Panther Hotline 
¥Daily Eastern Iews 
Student Senate 
recycling plan 
a positive move 
The Student Senate has finally taken a step 
to show that they really are campus leaders. 
At last Wednesday's meeting, the senate 
approved an aluminum recycling plan which 
could begin campus-wide aluminum can 
recycling as soon as early February. 
The _plan will place 
Edito:rial 40 recycling bins for 
_________ aluminum cans in 
Coleman Hall, the Phy-
sical Science Building, the Martin Luther King 
Jr. University Union, Old Main, Blair Hall, 
Buzzard Building, the Fine Arts Building, 
Booth Library, Kiehm Hail, Lumpkin Hall, the 
Physical Plant and the Student Services 
Building. At least one recycling bin will be 
placed on each floor of the buildings. 
The lack of recycling facilities on this cam-
pus has long been a problem. The only recy-
cling containers currently in use on campus 
are the aluminum recycling bins in the resi-
dence halls, which are maintained by the 
National Resid~nce Hall Honorary. Faculty 
and students who empty aluminum cans 
while in clas$ or at work on campus have had 
no choice but to simply throw the cans into 
the garbage. 
The senate should be commended for rec-
ognizing this problem and doing something 
about it. Its efforts deserve special recogni-
tion when one considers that the recycling 
plan, which was designed to accommodate 
the Illinois Waste Reduction Act requiring all 
Illinois colleges and universities to recycle at 
least 40 percent of their waste by Jan. 1 , 
2000, will receive no financial backing from 
the university. 
The recycling plan will be entirely funded 
by student fees. Senate recycling committee 
members said they expect the plan to pay 
back the approximate $ 700 initial outlay 
needed to begin the plan within the first two 
years of operation. Profits made from the 
recycling plan will be placed in an environ-
mental trust fund for future recycling efforts. 
The recycling plan is a step in the right 
direction. We can only hope it is just the first 
of many. ' 
Don't bother me with Homecoming 
By now, the windows have associated with something, 
all been painted, the floats are you're doing well. But ?O j:>eo-
all but finished, the king and " I run left to pie? Seventy Homecoming can-
queen have been crowned, and believe 'being didates? 
I am left with just one question. m •~en zs· aficu Is the honor of being queen 
Who cares? ,........ for a day truly that great? What 
Homecoming week has~ greater honor about being a runner-up? 
ly begun, and I'm already than a luunble If for any reason, the 
counting the hours until it's peasant like Homecoming queen cannot ful-
finally over for another year. Uke fill her obligations, does one of 
a lot of other people I've talked sh~ myself CWl pos- the runners-up automatically 
to these last few days, I just --1 sibly imagine." assume her duties? 
don't get it. I don't get the Sidwell I am left to believe being 
hype, I don't get the sentimen- ---------------• queen Is a far greater honor than 
tal feelings of tradition and ceremony, I don't get the a humble peasant like myself can possibly imagine. Why 
point. · else would supposedly self-respecting students be out 
In the three full years I've been here, I can truthfully campaigning like common Congressional candidates? 
say that I have never seen the Homecoming parade, and That brings up another question. The past week saw 
I've never been to the Homecoming game. In past years, students out putting up campaign posters and shaking 
I didn't even know when Homecoming was. It never hands and generally acting as if they were running for a 
affected me in any real way, I ignored it completely and real office when in actuality, the election boiled down to 
all was right with the world. nothing more than a high school popularity contest. They 
But when I came home from work the other night, I seemed to truly think we don't know that most Greek 
noticed an odd new sign in my stairwell. There among houses and other student organizations require their 
the notices for floor meetings and hall events that no one members to vote for their own candidates. 
really pays any attention to, was a blue sheet of paper How exactly does one campaign for Homecoming 
telling me I should cast my vote for Homecoming king king anyway? What kind of platform do you run on? Do 
and queen for two people I've never heard of before and you make promises you have no intention of keeping? "If 
couldn't even identify if they should happen to surface elected Homecoming King, I will do my best to see that 
say, at the county morgue. everyone is required by law to wear their hats back-
1 suppose this very kind of thinking is the reasoning ward." Do you make secret plans to misuse 
behind those way-cool 8 by t 0 glossies of the t 0,000 or Homecoming funds to pay for liquor and hookers? 
so Homecoming candidates you find plastered around Didn't we get enough of this in high school? At my 
the polling places. school we had two opportunities a year, once at 
But wait a minute. They really want me to vote? I Homecoming time and again for Prom, to watch the in-
thought these things were generally decided In some dique's "We think we're the beautiful people" nominate 
smoky backroom of the Martin Luther King Jr. University each other for these most Important of all honors. It was 
Union by people who actually give a damn. always the usual wanna-be jocks and porn pon girts. The 
Apparently, though, some people care passionately average student had no real involvement in 
about the subject. According to a Monday story In The Homecoming and usually didn't care. 
Dally Eastern News, more than 70 candidates competed No matter how old we get, it's nice to see that some 
for the title of Homecoming king and queen this year. things never change. 
Seventy people? That can't be right. 
On this campus, as In most sectors of our wortd, If you 
can motivate a dozen people to do anything or even be 
- Sherry Sidwell is student government editor and a 
regular columnist for 1he Dally Eastern News. 
Columnist lacked 
common sense, 
material for column 
Dear editor: 
Does Anthony Nasella have noth-
ing better to do than to whine 
about the state of morality on tele-
vision? ("Morals portrayed on 1V 
suck 'Huh, Huh'," The Dally Eastern 
News, Oct. 14.) Apparently he 
doesn't. 
Yes, it is a tragedy that a boy 
started a fire that daimed his sister's 
life. Seems to me that such things 
can happen when children play with 
matches. Nasella would have us 
believe that before Beavis and Butt-
Head, children never even thought 
of lighting matches. 
I suppose Naselia endorses a 
return to such television shows as 
"Leave It to Beaver" and "My 
Mother the Car." How nice that 
Tour turn 
would be, all of us pretending that 
all is well with America and we all 
live in stable, unbroken homes. 
Who died and made Nasella the 
moral center of the universe? 
Although, I must, I am quite taken 
by his bleeding heart and blind ide-
alism. Whatever it is that he is 
smoking, I hope he gives me a toke. 
In the end, it should simply be 
said that if a child cannot handle 
watching television, than he should 
not have access to it. The same 
goes fore Nasella. tv\aybe they all 
could try something different like 
reading a book. Nasella did not pre-
sent his views "out of love," as he 
says. I submit that he presented 
them because he was lacking two 
things: common sense and material 
for a column. 
Thomas MacMullen 
Reader backs mayor, 
thinks newspaper is 
boring its readers 
Dear editor, 
Your newspaper is getting 
extremely boring. You keep writing 
about the same news. 
Personally, I think the mayor of 
Charleston is doing a good job. If 
you and your staff would give sug-
gestions instead of criticizing him, 
maybe this community would 
excel. 
For some reason you have made 
a personal vendetta against him. 
This campus is In an uproar 
because of your staff. If you look at 
the situation on the other side of 
the looking glass, then maybe you 
will (ind that the mayor is actually 
doing something good. 
. . . 
Thomas E.Uggett 
. ,,, . .. . -· 
.. . . ~ . .  ' ...... 
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irst housing 
candidate visits 
campus today 
Concert, 
dance 
tickets 
on sale 
Eastern's search to fill the 
acant position of director of 
university housing and dining 
ervices will move into the 
terview stage today with the 
· •t of Andrea Trinklein, who 
ently serves as director of 
esidence life at Western 
· ois University. 
Trinklein is the first of four 
malists scheduled to visit 
Eastern for interviews with 
·ous university groups dur-
the next three weeks. 
Interviews with Kevin 
Cannon, acting director of 
East.em's dining services, will 
e held on Thursday and 
Friday. Mary Ann Ryan, direc-
r of university housing at 
Central Missouri State is 
cheduled to visit Eastern 
Nov. 2 and 3. David Stephen, 
sociate director of resident 
life at Arizona State Univer-
•ty will be on campus Nov. 4 
and5. 
The interview process for 
the four candidates will in-
clude meetings with the 
search committee, Lou Hen-
cken, vice president for stu-
dent affairs, and various other 
groups. 
Some of the other groups 
scheduled to meet with the 
applicants include: 
• Building and dining ser-
vice workers, 
• The President's Council, , 
Council of Deans, Council of 
Chairs and Council on Aca-
demic Affairs, 
• Faculty and Staff senates 
• Housing staff, residence 
hall counselors, resident assis-
tants, members of the student 
government, Eastern students 
and members of the universi-
ty and Charleston community. 
The interview sessions 
scheduled for today will be 
held in the Martinsville Room 
of the Martin Luther King Jr. 
University Union. Wednes-
days sessions will be held in 
the 1895 Room of the Union. 
By SUSAN KIEL 
Activities editor 
Tickets go on sale today for 
the Black Student Union's 
Homecoming Dance and Rap 
Show at the BSU Office on 
the second floor of the Martin 
Luther King Jr. University 
Union. 
Ticket prices are $6 if pur-
chased today, Wednesday, 
Thursday or Friday. They are 
half price for BSU members 
and $7 at the door. 
The dance, which will be 
held from 9 p.m. to 12:45 
a.m. Saturday in the Union's 
Grand Ballroom has a theme 
this year of "Bring Back the 
Good Old Days." 
"We will be playing some 
oldies, but goodies you know, 
going back to the '70s," said 
BSU membe:r Sherese Gil-
more, who is coordinating the 
event. 
Third student to 
The first half of the 
evening will be the d-ance, 
and the crowning of the 
BSU's homecoming duke and 
duchess. face drug charges 
ANDREW VERCOUTEREN/Senior photographer 
Gilmore said a photogra-
pher will be on hand during 
the dance to take pictures if 
requested. 
A third Eastern student will 
charged today with felony 
g possession in connection 
•th an East Central Illinois 
rug Task Force sting last 
month, a prosecutor with the 
les County State's Attorney 
0 dMonday. 
Sophomore Craig Allen 
Daiker of 621 Polk Ave. will be 
arged with possession of 30 
500 grams of marijuana, a 
ass 4 felony. If convicted, he 
uld face one to three years in 
· on and one year of manda-
probation. 
Prosecutor Dale Righter 
~d a preliminary court date 
will be set after Daiker is 
,arrested and the charges are 
filed. 
Eastern students Michael 
ISilhavy, a 22-year-old junior 
who is also Daiker's room-
Jnate, and Robert Jensen, a 
22-year-old junior, were 
ordered to stand trial sepa-
rately Oct. 5. on felony drug 
TUESDAY 
DRAFT NIGHT 
FREE 
STU'S CASH 
'til 9:30 Open 8-1 
Live 
Thursday, Oct. 21 
International Blues 
Legend 
A.C. Reed 
charges. Decisions, decisions Jensen, a junior, is charged 
with two counts of delivering a 
total of 18 grams of cocaine, a 
Class 1 felony. He is also 
charged with possession of 660 
grams of marijuana, a Class 3 
felony. 
Stephanie Sullivan, a sophomore pre-business major, sur-
veys the candidates for Homecoming king and queen in the 
Martin Luther King Jr. University Union Monday afternoon. 
King and queen candidates were selected Monday night. 
The rap group "Figure of 
Speech" will perform at 11 
p.m. following the opening 
act of "Crown." · 
Silhavy, is charged with pos-
session of 30 to 500 grams of 
cannabis, a Class 4 felony. The 
two were arrested Sept. 8. 
AB to hear allocation requests 
According to testimony in 
Jensen's preliminary hearing, 
Silhavy and Daiker were hold-
ing Jensen's marijuana at 
their Polk Avenue residence. 
Jensen took an undercover 
agent to Silhavy's and Daiker's 
home during the sale, which 
led police to the arrests. 
Trial dates for Jensen and 
Silhavy will be announced on 
Nov.15. 
Righter said Daiker was not 
charged with Silhavy and 
Jensen because of a paper-
work lag at the task force. 
It is too early to determine if 
Daiker would stand trial along 
with Silhavy, Righter said. 
By NATALIE GOTT 
Staff writer 
Deliberations on additional allocation 
requests from the University Board and 
Student Government will continue at the 
Apportionment Board meeting at 8 p.m. 
tonight in the Arcola-Tuscola Room of the 
Martin Luther King Jr. University Union. 
The UB has submitted a request of$18,860 
in additional allocations. Of this amount, 
$12,490 is designated to fund the Mini-
Concerts Committee, a UB committee formed 
this fall. 
UB Chairman Kevin Lipke said the main 
goal of the committee is to provide weekend 
programming for students in the form of four 
to five concerts each semester. 
The AB allocates student fee money to rec-
ognized student organizations. 
Before voting on the UB's request, the AB 
r-------· ~- ·-------, 
U,lf.QIC~SB£STDRfSSfOSA.NDWIC>< I 
430 West Lincoln•Charleston, IL-61920 I 
will also hear a request for a line-item trans-
fer from Student Government. 
The Student Government hopes to transfer 
funds to add to its telecommunications fund 
and to an aluminum recycling plan. The sen-
ate approved a resolution last week that calls 
for the purchase of 40 aluminum-can recy-
cling containers to be placed throughout cam-
pus. AB Chairman Blake Wood said the exact 
amount of the line transfer has not been sub-
mitted but will be available at tonight's meet-
ing. 
Last week, the AB unanimously approved 
a request from the UB Homecoming 
Committee for $350 in additional funds and 
for a line transfer of $150 to increase the 
committee's entertainment fund to $750. 
The entertainment budget will pay for the 
band Shadoobee, which is scheduled to play 
at the Homecoming Tailgate Party this week-
end. 
"Buy any 6" Sub Sandwich at regular I 
price and GET ONE FREE!" I 
of equal value or less.* I 
w/purchase of any size drink I 
Not valid with any other discount offer. I 
Valid with this coupon only. One coupon per customer. I 
1 Expires October 27,1993. : 
*Not valid on delivery L------------------------~ 
S-00n ~ 
'!" Halloween Boos l.tt ti . 
~ Tell someone they It 
¢ ~ are special with a <A 
@ Bootiful message !)"" ·. r---------, You cut out the coupon, ~ 
I [•.l••J We'll cut the hair. ~ I I · -· · $8 Haircuts(with coupon) ~ 3 experienced stylists to serve you I I ~ Donna, Natalie & Lori I 
DONNA'S HAIR CREATIONS I 1408 6th St. ( 1 block north of old main) I 
I 345-4451 Exp. 10-23-93 I .._ _________ ....
~ 
that will run in 
The Daily Bastern News 
Oct. 29. t* !O> 
Deadline for Boos ~ 
is Oct. 26 at 2 p.m. ¢ ~ 
Tuesday, October 19, 1993 The Dall7 EU.8te:rn New 
Denny defendants cleared 
of most felony charges 
LOS ANGELES (AP) - Two 
blacks were acquitted Monday 
of most of the felony charges in 
the beating of white trucker 
Reginald Denny and other 
motorists at the start of the 
1992 riots, easing fears of 
renewed racial tensions. 
Williams was innocent of a ly as the verdicts were read, 
robbery charge. Superior except when the clerk 
Court Judge John Ouderkirk announced "Not Guilty" on an 
then asked the jury to deliber- aggravated mayhem charge 
ate the final two counts. · against Williams, which could 
Haiti defies 
U.N. deadline 
The defenClants were con-
victed oflesser counts. 
Accepting the defense argu- have brought him life in 
ment that Williams and co- prison. Williams clapped his 
defendant Herny Watson were hands over his eyes, reared 
caught up in mob violence back in his seat and hugged 
after the state Rodney King his attorney. 
The judge sent the. multira-
cial jury back to deliberate the 
most serious count - attempt-
ed murder against defendant 
Damian "Football" Williams 
in the videotaped attack of 
Denny - ·and two lesser 
"Charges on which the panel 
deadlocked. 
beating trial, the jurors acquit- The jury convicted Williams 
ted them of most charges that on simple mayhem, with a 
requiredspecificintent. maximum penalty of up to 
Defense psychologists testi- eight years in prison. 
fied that Williams, 20, and his In the charges decided 
29-year-old co-defendant acted against him, Watson was 
in the heat of the moment and acquitted of all but simple 
couldn't have planned their assault on Denny, a lesser 
actions. related offense that carries 
Hours later, the panel 
announced it had decided that 
Their heads newly shaven, only a year in county jail 
Williams and Watson sat calm- rather than prison. 
Joliet eyed fOr new cemetery 
WASHINGTON (AP) - A thousand-acre plot 
at the Army's .:mothballed Joliet arsenal is the 
ideal spot for a national cemetery in northern 
Illinois, the federal official overseeing the 
search for a new-cemetery says. 
"It's not as flat as most areas in northeastern 
Illinois are. It has a gentle rolling terrain. It 
has a stream and it has a hardwood stand," 
said Jerry Bowen, director of the National 
Cemetery System for the Veterans Affairs 
Department. 
"This is something we like to see in a ceme-
tery. It. saves us a lot of design costs because ... 
we like to break up the sections," so mourners 
do not have to see only "a vast expanse of head-
. stones," he said. 
Since 1987, the VA has said the Chicago 
area desperately needs more burial space for 
veterans._ Budget politics and environmental 
co~~erns typically mean a decade-plus process 
before a cemetery opens. 
The VA hopes to pick a site by April, acquire 
the land by the end of 1994, and open the 
cemetery by late 1997. That timetable might 
sl'p because the VA had to regroup in May 
when a possible deal to acquire land from the 
Army at Fort Sheridan collapsed over the price 
tag. . 
The options now are the site at the Joliet 
Army Ammunition Plant, inactive since 1976 
and placed on caretaker status this month; a 
270-acre plot of farmland in Grant Park, 
Kankakee County; and a 200-acre parcel in 
Cissna Park, Iroquois County, where corn and 
soybeans grow.· 
The last two sites were considered with Fort 
Sheridan in the first round. 
The VA offered nearly $7 million for 162 
acres at the Army fort, shuttered under the 
government's base-closing process. 
(PAID ADVERTISEMENT) 
PORT-AU-PRINCE, Haiti 
(AP) - Haiti's military defied 
an approaching midnight 
deadline to yield power 
Monday and belittled a U.N. 
arms and oil embargo. 
Its right-wing supporters 
warned that any American 
invaders will go home "in 
bags." Rightists mixed 
threats against the outside 
world with gifts of chrysan-
themums to foreign report-
ers, while Lt. Gen. Raoul 
Cedras, the army strong-
man, suggested new talks on 
his departure. But the 
United States said Cedras 
was only stalling. 
An army broadcast urged 
Haitians not to worry about 
the U.N.-authorized embar-
go or the U.S. warships 
steaming offshore to enforce 
it, beginning at midnight. 
The measures are aimed at 
forcing the return of Jean-
Bertrand Aristide, Haiti's 
first democratically elected 
president. 
The capital was quiet, and 
some small shops opened 
despite calls from a variety 
of groups calling for a shut-
down of business activity. 
Few cars lined up at gas sta-
tions ahead of the cutoff of 
oil imports, probably be-
cause Haiti's leaders had 
stockpiled fuel in recent 
months. 
Stanley Schrager, a U.S. 
Embassy spokesman, said 
Cedras must honor the UN.-
mediated pact he signed in 
July to return Aristide, who 
was ousted in a bloody coup 
two years ago. He was wide-
ly popular among Haiti's 
impoverished masses, but 
opposed by the nation's elite 
and other conservative fac-
tions. 
Many Haitians have fled 
the capital, fearing violence 
by army-supported Aristide 
opponents or a possible 
intervention by U.S. forces. 
Asked about that possibil-
ity, Schrager said: "I'm not 
saying that a military inter-
vention is imminent, but 
clearly there is always that 
risk." 
He said American officials 
were considering providing 
guards for Aristide-backed 
Prime Minister Robert 
Malval, whose justice minis-
ter was assassinated Thurs-
day. 
Army Lt. Col. Jean-Robert 
Gabriel urged Haitians to 
remain calm. 
Speaking on Radio Tropic 
FM, he told Haitians not to 
flee the capital and said the 
army would maintain con-
trol. · 
An aide at army head-
quarters said Cedras was 
not available to comment on 
the U.S. Embassy's state-
ments. 
The Daily Eastern News recently ran a story about Eastern's status in ''America's Best 
Colleges," published by U.S. News and World Report. 
The Charleston Times-Courier story of the same information is reprinted below. 
Magazine gives Eastern some high marks 
CHARLESTON:. Eastern Illinois 
University is among the top 66 Midwest 
regional colleges and universities listed 
in the seventh edition of "America's 
Best Colleges" published by U.S. News 
·and World Report. 
· Of 131 Midwest regional colleges "'and 
universities placed in four quartiles, 
Eastern appears in quartile two (schools 
ranked 34th to 66th). 
· Eastern is among only five Illinois 
public universities listed in the Midwest 
. · region for institutions of its type. Of the 
five, none ranks above Eastern; one, 
· Southern Illinois University at 
Edwardsville, is in the same quartile; 
and three rank below Eastern. 
Eastern President David Jorns said, 
"This report clearly shows Eastern as 
one of the finest comprehensive institu-
tions in the nation. We plan to become 
even better." 
The U.S. News rankings combine a 
school's academic reputation with data 
on its students, faculty, test scores, 
financial resources and retention and 
graduation rates. 
Within its group, Eastern compares 
well on several factors. With 82 percent 
of freshmen returning as sophomores, 
EIU has the second highest retention 
rate of the colleges and universities in 
quartile two. 
Eastern's graduation rate of 59 percent 
(within six years) ties it for top in the 
quartile. 
The university's student-faculty ratio 
(16:1) places it above the median for 
this group. 
A total of 1,371 accredited schools in 
the country were surveyed by U.S. 
News and were ranked in one of five 
categories: national universities; nation-
al liberal arts colleges; regional colleges 
and universities (subdivided by region: 
North, South, Midwest and West); 
regional liberal arts colleges (subdivided 
by region); and specialized institutions. 
Eastern was grouped with Midwest 
regional colleges and universities-
schools that generally award more than 
half their bachelor's degrees in two of 
more professional disciplines. Many 
also offer graduate degrees. 
Paid for with personal funds by Shirley Moore, Dean of Academic Development and Neil 
Moore, Associate Professor of Physical Education and Head Track Coach. 
,. .A 
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amms gets new security prison Russia 
SPRINGFIELD (AP) . -
e town of Tamms in far 
uthern Illinois won the 
d prize in a contest for 
bs and money Monday 
en Gov. Jim Edgar chose 
for a $60 million super-
. um security prison. 
The prison will employ up 
250 people during its two-
ear construction. When 
pleted, it is expected to 
ploy 300 people and pro-
e an $11 million annual 
11. 
per-maximum 
ecurlty prison 
60 million construction cost. 
pace for 500 of the state's 
, ost violent criminals. 
• Expected to provide up to 
300 permanent jobs. 
• Estimated annual payroll of 
$11 million. 
to continue 
nuclear 
dumping 
Edgar said he chose 
s, a town of 750 that 
17 miles north of Cairo, 
use Corrections Depart-
ent Director Howard 
rs III recommended the 
area . • Immediately north of Tamms, 
Tamms, locatf!d tn Alexander County, on 150 acres adj' acent 
MOSCOW (AP) - Russian navy. 
and environmental officials said. 
Monday they will continue dump-
ing low-level radioactive waste at 
sea, despite protests from Japan 
and Moscow's repeated promises 
to halt the practice. 
Japan disputed assertions by 
Russia that it gave advance warn-
ing of the dumping and demanded 
it be halted immediately. 
has a population of 748, and a county 
poverty rate of 32.2 percent. to Route 127. 
Tamms offered utility 
ts $800,000 to $1.4 mil-
below four other ·final-
' bids, a good location for 
nstruction, a racially 
·verse population and a 
ong need for economic 
elopment, Peters said. 
Other finalists could not 
atch Tamms' economic 
d. Almost one-third of 
e population lives in 
verty, and double-digit 
employment plagues the 
. Summer flooding just 
ded to the problems. 
"We're elated, very 
d and very happy the 
ss is finally over," said 
Jerry Reppert, head of the 
five-county Southernmost 
Illinois Prison Committee. 
"We just need a little bit of 
help to get us back on line 
again. We've been economi-
cally devastated in this area 
for a number of years." 
Peters recommended the 
site after reviewing written 
applications, meeting with 
officials from the communi-
ties that sought the prison 
and holding hearings in the 
five towns chosen as final-
ists. 
Originally, 30 communi-
ties sought the 500-bed 
prison and the list was nar-
rowed by the Corrections 
'S 
PIZZA & PUB 
INTRODUCES 
ALL YOU CAN EAT BUFFET 
FEATURING 
•PIZZA •SALAD BAR 
•SPAGHETTI •GARLIC BREAD 
$3.99 plus tax 
Every Tues.-Thurs. 5-9 p.m. 
CHILDREN 10 & UNDER EAT 
For $2.00 
345-2844 
PRE.SENTS 
HAVBK'S HOLLER., WV 
an original musical 
by 
MARJORIE A.DUEHMIG and 
HENRY BUTLER 
8 p.m. October 20,21,22 
23,27,28,29,30 
2 p.m. October 24, 31 
on the Mainstage 
Doudna Fine Arts Center 
$8 ADULTS 
$6 SENIORS AND YOUTH . 
$4 EIU STUDENTS 
CALL 581-3110 FOR TICKET INFOR-
MATION AND RESERVATIONS 
The University Theater Ticket Office is open from 1 to 
5 p.m. Mon. thru Fri. and one hour before each perfor-
mance. Patrons with special needs are requested to 
provide advance notification. 
CHRIS SOPRYCH/ Graphic Des~ Coordinator 
Department. The finalists 
were Tamms, Carlinville in 
Macoupin County, Murphys-
boro in Jackson County, 
Pittsfield in Pike County 
and Vandalia in Fayette 
County. 
Edgar said the Cor-
rections Department's needs 
and economic development 
were the only considerations 
in deciding the prison site. 
"This site comes out first 
in both those areas," he said 
at a Capitol news confer-
ence. "There was no poli-
tics." 
Peters said the area has 
more minority residents 
than the other communities. 
That could curtail resistance 
to the prison and provide a 
diverse prison workforce. 
The super-maximum se-
curity prison will house the 
state's most disruptive, dan-
gerous prisoners. Officials 
hope that by segregating 
these inmates, others will 
benefit more from job-train-
ing and education offered in 
the prisons. 
Critics say the prison will 
be inhumane, keeping pris-
oners in isolation most of 
the day and doing little to 
reform them. 
Corrections officials hope 
construction can begin late 
next spring. 
·A Russian ship dumped more 
than 31,000 cubic feet of liquid · 
waste into the Sea of Japan over 
the weekend, just days after 
President Boris Yeltsin agreed 
with Prime Minister Morihiro 
Hosokawa of Japan that such 
dumping was harmful. 
The dispute threatened to undo 
much of the goodwill generated by . 
Yeltsin's visit to Tokyo, although 
environmental officials said the 
Russian president was not in-
formed of the dumpip.:vg ·.;..dd-
vance. . -~· 
. ~ .. ""',-~. Capt. Yevgeny· RU'fuanov of the 
Russian n~vy said at a news con-
ference Monday that 28,000 more 
cubic feet of low-level waste would 
be dumped at sea by Nov. 15. 
eese! 
Yes, that's· right it's Warbler photo time. 
Don't miss oUt. 
Schedule a time today .. 
Warbler group photos Oct. 25 - 29 
Warbler Individual Portraits Oct. 25 - Nov. 5 
Sullivan Room 3rd Floor 
For More Info Contact Mike Hester 
at 581-2812 or 581-6550 
The Daily Eastern News 
cannot be responsible for 
more than one day's incor-
rect insertion. Report 
errors immediately at 581-
2812. A corrected ad will 
appear in the next edition. 
All classified advertising 
MUST meet the 2 p.m. 
deadline to appear in the 
next day's publication. Any 
ads processed AFTER 2 
p.m. will be published in 
the following day's newspa-
per. Ads cannot be canceled 
AFTER the 2 p.m. dead-
line. 
Classified ads must be 
paid in advance. Only 
accounts with established 
credit may be billed. 
All Advertising submit-
ted to The Daily Eastern 
News is subject to approval 
and may be revised, reject-
ed, or canceled at any time. 
The Daily Eastern News 
assumes no liability if for 
any reason it becomes nec-
essary to omit an advertise-
ment . . 
DIBEUTORT 
ilERTICEM 
OFFERED 
TIUVEL 
TR..lINING/MCHOOIM 
HELP W ANrED 
WANrED 
hoPTION 
BID EM/BID ERM 
BooMM..l.TEM 
81JBLEMMORM 
Fon BENT 
FoRM.ilE 
LoMT ~ FolJND 
A.IwlwOIJlWCEMEI'WTM 
"MY SECRETARY"-
RESUMES, LETTERS, AND 
PAPERS. FOR APPOINT-
MENT, CALL 345-6807 AFTER 
4P.M. 
Fraternities, sororities, campus 
organizations, highly motivated 
individuals-Travel FREE plus 
earn up to THOUSANDS of 
DOLLARS selling SPRING 
BREAK trips to Cancun-
Bahamas/Cruise-South Padre 
Island-Florida Beaches: CALL 
KIRK 1-800-258-9191. 
_________ 10/19 
ACCEPTING applications in the 
following areas due to program 
expansion: Habilitation aides, 
Housekeeping/Janitorial staff, 
Activities staff, Dietary staff, and 
supervisory positions at all lev-
els. Competitive salaries. 
Benefits where applicable. 
Apply in person at 738 18th St., 
738 18th St., Chas., IL EOE. 
________ 12110 
ALASKA EMPLOYMENT: 
Students Needed! Earn up to 
$2,500+/mo. in canneries or on 
fishing vessels. Many employ-
ers provided Room & Board & 
Transportation. No experience 
necessary. For more informa-
tion call: (206) 545-4155, ext. 
A5738. 
________ 10/29 
LOOKING 
for an opportunity to 
learn sales? Local 
Dealer for National 
Sales Leader seeking 
ambitious person 
without prior sales 
experience-if selected 
we will train you for 
above-average income. 
For Confidential Interview, 
call 348-0159. 
?i Daily Eastem Jews 
Classified Ad Form 
Name: __________________ _ 
Address: _______________ _ 
Phone: _________ Student O Yes O No 
Dates to run ________________ ~ 
Ad to read: 
Under Classification of:--------------
Expiration code (office use only) __________ _ 
Person accepting ad ______ Compositor ____ _ 
no. words/days Amount due:$ ____ _ 
Payment: 0 Cash 0 Check 0 Credit 
Check number _____ _ 
20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consec-
utive day .thereafter. Students with valid ID 15 cents per word first 
day. 10 cents per word each consecutive day. 15 word minimum. 
Student ads must be paid in advance. 
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY-NO EXCEPTIONS 
.The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads 
considered libelous or in bad taste. 
WTW0-2 WCIA-3 WAND-7 17 ESPN-24 
PART TIME COUNTER PER-
SON/CASHIER FOR FURNI-
TURE/APPLIANCE STORE. 
HOURS FLEXIBLE-MUST BE 
AVAILABLE SAT. CALL 235-
2142. 
________ 10/22 
TUTOR needed in Chemistry & 
Spanish for H.S. student. Call 
345-9475 after 5 p.m. 
WE ARE A YOUNG AND CAR-
I NG COUPLE WHO WANT 
NOTHING MORE THAN TO 
BE PARENTS. WE CAN 
OFFER SO MUCH TO A 
CHILD IF GIVEN THE 
CHANCE. A LOVING HOME, 
EAGER GRANDPARENTS, 
SECURITY AND A BRIGHT 
FUTURE. IF ADOPTION IS A 
THOUGHT FOR YOU, 
PLEASE CALL MIM AND 
RANDY. 1-800-451-4573. 
_________ 1-1/1 
WE ARE A HAPPY, STABLE 
COUPLE WANTING TO ADOPT. 
WE ARE UNABLE TO HAVE 
CHILDREN. YOUR CHILD WILL 
HAVE EVERY OPPORTUNITY 
IN LIFE. WE OWN OUR OWN 
HOME AND HAVE STRONG 
FAMILY TIES. EXPENSES PAID. 
CALL COLLECT DENNIS OR 
MELODY, 815-645-8202 OR 
JOHN 800-241-5384 
________ 10/21 
FRATS! SORORITIES! 
STUDENT GROUPS! 
Raise as Much as You 
Want in One Week! 
$100 ••• $600 ••• $1500! 
Market applications for VISA 
MASTERCARD, MCI, 
AMOCO, etc. Call for your 
FREE T-SHIRT and to qualify 
for FREE TRIP to MTV 
SPRING BREAK '94 
Call 1-800-950-1039, ext. 75. 
FEMALE SUBLESSORS 
NEEDED for Sp. 94 . Own 
room, furnished, $185/mo. + 
util. 348-5070. 
Dorm-size refrigerators for rent. 
Carlyle Rentals, 820 Lincoln St. 
348-7746. 9-5. 
________ 12/10 
2 bedroom apartment for two to 
four people. Furnished, heat 
paid. Available immediately. 
Lincolnwood Pinetree 
Apartments. 345-6000. 
________ 12/10 
TWO BEDROOM HOUSE. 
IDEAL FOR 2 TO 4 PERSONS. 
PHONE: 345-2416. 
1978 Full Size Mercury Wagon, 
390 cu. in., V-8, AC, driven 
daily. 93 kmi, $700 OBO. Call 
581-2429. 
________ 10/20 
..... 
lllSERVATIOlll 
l!BDO•SUNCHASI 
ACROSS 
1 Arthur and Lillie 
5 N.B.A. champs: 
33 Union member 
since 1803 
54 Arsonists, 
perhaps 
1993 
10 Failure 
14Armbone 
15 Dark 
16 Russian river 
17 "La Gioconda" 
painter 
20 Author who 
appeared in 
"Jaws" 
21 Shakespearean 
forest 
22 British ritual 
23 Intimidate 
26 Be frugal 
290mega 
preceder 
30 Landon or TV 
alien 
34 Nautical 
command 
36 "Meet John 
--,"Gary 
Cooper film 
37 Filmdom's Dr. 
Gillespie 
41 Hymenopterous 
insect 
42Smallest 
amount 
43 Alphabetic 
starters 
44 -- adjudicata 
45 Dieter's target 
44l God of the north 
wind 
48 Loses patience 
50Actress 
Gardner 
51 Residue 
59 "Gypsy" lyricist 
62 Ripped 
63 "The House of 
Blue Leaves" 
playwright 
64Ye--Tea 
Shoppe 
65 Part of a church 
••Famed 
Canadian 
physician 
6'1 Big Board 
initials 
DOWN 
1 Daffodil or tulip 
2 "Waiting for the 
Robert--" 
3 Shortly 
4 Permission or 
penalty 
5 Coarse material 
ALPHA KAPPA ALPHA will hold a Rap Down Competition I 
8-10 p.m. Oct. 18 in the Martin Luther King Jr. University U 
Rathskeller. A cash prize will be awarded. Please come 
show your support. Everyone is welcome. 
EIU KARATE CLUB will hold a workout today at 3:30-5 p.m. 
the Martin luther King Jr. University Union Gallery. New m 
bers are welcome. For more information call Kim at 581-8129. 
S.H.E.A. WILL HOLD a Family Services/Education Meeti 
tonight at 4:30 p.m. in Room 11 o of Kiehm Hall. Guest spe 
will be Dr. Hubbard. 
STUDENTS AGAINST MULTIPLE Sclerosis (MS) will m 
tonight at 9 p.m. the Martin LUther King Jr. University Un 
Walkway. All are welcome. 
BLACK STUDENT UNION will have ticket sales for the Oct. 
Homecoming Dance from 9 a.m.- 4 p.m. Oct. 19, 20, 21 in 
BSU office of the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union. TI 
prices afe $6 in advance and $7 at the door. 
CIRCLE K INTERNATIONAL will hold a Pomping 
Homecoming Float at 6:30 p.m. Oct . 19, meet in 
Charleston/Mattoon Room of the Martin Luther King 
University Union. 
AHS WILL MEET tonight at 7 p.m. in the Booth Library L 
Room. 
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER will have a Bible Study at 6 
in Room 109A of Coleman Hall. 
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER will celebrate the Sacrament 
the Penance from 8-9 p.m. at the Newman Chapel at NI 
Street and Lincoln Avenue. 
ACEI WILL MEET tonight at 7 p.m. in Coleman Hall. Joy Ru 
will speak on inclusion. 
E.A.R.T.H./SEAC WILL meet tonight at 7 p.m. in Room 313 
Blair Hall. Anyone interested is welcome. 
BAPTIST STUDENT UNION will hold its float building tonight 
7 p.m. Meet under the Martin Luther King Jr. University U 
Walkway. Be ready to get dirty. for more information cal kristen 
581-3338 or Jon at 581-5877. 
DELTA SIGMA THETA Sorority, Inc. will hold sign ups for 
Mother's Appreciation Dinner, Tuck-ins, Slam Dunk and 3 on 
competition today from 9:30 a.m. - 3:15 p.m. in Coleman Hall. 
PHI GAMMA NU will hold an active meeting tonight at 7 p.m. 
Room 205 of Coleman Hall. 
RECREATIONAL SPORTS CROSS Country Run entries will 
accepted beginning today at 1 p.m. at the Intramural desk in 
Student Recreation Center. 
COLLEGIATE BUSINESS WOMEN will meet tonight at 6: 
p.m. in Room 232 of Coleman Hall. Warren Kistener will s 
and refreshments will follow the meeting. New members are 
come. 
Please Note: Campus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY ONLY 
NON-PROFIT event, i.e. bake sales or raffles. All Clips should be su 
to The Daily Eastern News office by NOON one business day befcn 
date of the event. Example: any event scheduled for Thursday should 
submitted as a Campus Clip by noon Wednesday. (Thursday is the d 
for Friday, Saturday or Sunday event.) Clips submitted after deadline 
NOT be published. No clips will be taken by phone. Any Clip that is ill 
or contains conflicting information will not be published. 
59 
62 
e Wavy, in heraldry 65 
7Comedian 
USA·26 WGN-16 9C WILL-12 
Harold 
8Topofacan 
9RRstop 
10 Act amorously 
11 W.W. ll's ---
Lease Act 
12 Story start 
13 Hurt 
18 Attention getter 
19 Dressing table 
24 Separated 
25 Former inits. in 
Kiev 
21 Kind of energy 
27 Backbone of an 
animal 
LIFE-38 
28 Disorderly 
uprisings 
30 Sun-dried brick 
31 Spanish poet 
Garcia--
32 Provides 
34 Lessen 
35 Blood vessel, 
e.g. 
38 Mischievous 
39 Limericks man 
40 April event in 
Boston 
46 Shea display 
Fox-8 55 
47 "Metamor· 
phoses" poet 
48 Conical tent 
49Ropefiber 
51 The Charleses' 
dog 
52Arrest 
53 Possessive 
pronoun 
55 Presider at 
Senate 
meetings 
56Slippery 
57Clears 
58 Captain Hook's 
henchman 
&OAlter--
61 Letters 
following mus 
DISC-33 WEIU-9 51 TBS-18 
6:00 News News News SportsCenter Major Dad Designing Women MacNeil, Lehrer Unsolved Roseanne Incredible Animals Reading Rainbow Andy Griffith 
6:30 Inside Edition Entmt. Tonight Cops NFL Hockey Wings Jeffersons Mysteries Cheers Pet Connection Gerber! Bev. Hillbilies 
7:00 Saved by the Bell World Series: Full House Murder She Movie: The Man Nova National Roe TerraX Little House Movie: The 
7:30 . Getting By Game3 Phenom Wrote Who Wouldn't Die Nutrition Test Bakersfield, P.O. Magical Worlds Vikings 
8•00 Danielle.Steel's: . Roseanne Movie: Web Frontline Movie: Lady America's Most Invention Bonanza 
8:30 Message from Nam Coach of Deceit in a Corner Wanted Next Step 
9:00 Part2 NYPD Blue News Stuff of Dreams Next Generation Eight-Tray News Movie: The 
9:30 Sportsnight Gangster Bob Spoo Long Ships 
10:00 News To be Announced News Major Dad Night Court Being Served? Unsolved Chevy Chase TerraX Third Man 
10:30 Tonight News Married ... SportsCenter Wings Prime Suspect Movie: Mysteries Magical Worlds Movie: 
e Dail7 Eastern News Tuesda , October 19, 1993 
oronto pitchers now 'designated victims' 
HILADELPHIA (AP) - Being a designated hitter rule. That means the bunting class for the rest of the pitch- That, however, has been tried and 
her, Pat Hentgen of the Toronto pitchers must swing and Hentgen is ers, coaxing them on technique. Some discarded. 
Jays knows exactly how to handle pitching first. looked more comfortable than others. Hentgen is bringing no great expecta-
nt game circumstances. This may not be pretty. Toronto GM . Pat Gillick is less than tions to the plate with him. 
or example, Hentgen was asked, "I've swung the bat three times since thrilled with the DH-less situation. "It's Anticipating the situation, he ordered. ; 
would he work to a hitter who is high school," he said. "I'm O-for-3 with a absolutely ridiculous to ask pitchers to some bats. "I asked for the lightest 
y unfamiliar with swinging the groundout and two strikeouts. hit," he said. "And it's dangerous, too. they've got," he said. "I think it's some-
"Ohh," the Blue Jays' right-hander "We're not familiar with batting. I We've got guys who've never been to the thing like 30 ounces. It's light. Put it 
, his eyes dancing at the thought, haven't seen a pitch since 1986." plate for two or three seasons and now that way." 
ess I'd throw hard fastballs in." In Game 4, Todd Stottlemyre will be you're asking them to face Danny Actually, Hentgen was not a bad hit-
then, is exactly what the Toronto the Toronto starter and designated vie- Jackson and Tommy Greene." te:r when he .played shortstop at Fraser 
rs can expect when they come to tim at the plate. He has swung some, Gillick is a member of baseball's rules High School in Fraser, Mich. That, he 
starting in Tuesday night's third but not much. On Sunday in Toronto, committee but sees no resolution to the hastened to remind listeners, does not 
e of the World Series. he and Hentgen practiced bunting, hop- Series DH dilemma. "Unless you get no matter much now. · 
use the next three games are in ing at l~ast that they could contribute DH or the DH in both leagu~s. I don't "In high school," he said, '!nobody's 
ational League park, they will be that way. On Monday, coaches Nick see an alternative unless you alternate throwing 90 mph with a good breaking 
without the American League's Leyva and Rich Hacker conducted from year to year," he said. ball." 
. ~ill 
: 5x7 white address book. 
please call Paula at 3616 
m to 200 University Union 
10/19 ~:-=B::-lu-e-=-10::-:-H:--o:--ld:-e-r. -;-;lf,-f"ound, 
return. Call 581-2482. 
_______ 10/21 
LARSHIP MONEY AVAIL-
El $6.6 BILLION 
LAIMED LAST YEAR! 
ed message gives details. 
, ext. 112. 
~-=-=~-:---:--12/10 
LO DOLLY featuring 
es, unique vintage clothing, 
ctables & jewelry. 714 
. Open TWR, 10-5 & FS 
---,-·ca 10/1,8, 19,22,29 · 
umes: Adult rentals, child 
. Broadway Bazaare, 235-
10/29 ~TU:-::M:':'.E=--R=E::-:N=TA-:--:--:L!:--:-H UG E 
LT SELECTION! REASON-
RATES. 7 P.M.-9 P.M. 
:Y-THURSDAY. 310 MADI-
' CHARLESTON. 345-2617. 
ca10/4-7, 11-29 
:-:T::cH:-::AT=-=Tl::-M:::E:-O:F YEAR FOR 
LER PHOTOS. WARBLER 
UP PHOTOS, OCT. 25-0CT. 
• WARBLER INDIVIDUAL 
TRAITS, OCT. 25-NOV. 5. 
IVAN ROOM, 3RD FLOOR, 
ERSITY UNION. FOR 
E INFO CALL MIKE HES-
AT 581-2812 OR 581-6550. 
-,.,----,--,---:----:--1 0/22 
Needed: Anyone interested 
lunteering to usher for the 
nt's Weekend Concert on 
6, (Both Shows) please call 
at 345-9565. Leave a mes-
OR leave your name and 
r in Rm 201 of University 
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DEE ZEE FLAG FOOTBALL: 
GOOD LUCK tonight! We know 
you can do it! Love, your sisters 
___ __._ ___ 10/19 
Student Senate Candidate peti-
tions now available in 201 Union. 
Due back Oct. 29 at 4:00 p.m. 
PICK ONE UP TODAY! 
::-=~-------,,------10/28 
DZ PIKA EIU ... DZ PIKA EIU .. 
. DZ PIKE EIU .. . 
________ 10/21 
IT'S THAT TIME OF YEAR FOR 
WARBLER PHOTOS. WARBLER 
GROUP PHOTOS. OCT. 25-0CT. 
29. WARBLER INDIVIDUAL 
PORTRAITS OCT. 25-NOV. 5. 
SULLIVAN ROOM 3RD FLOOR 
UNIVERSITY UNION. FOR 
MORE INFO CALL MIKE HES-
TER AT 581-2812 OR 581-6550. 
,..,.--.,--,---,--------10/22 
Help! Help! Help! We need your 
help for UNICEF Sunday. Please 
call 348-0147. 
________ 10/22 
JUSTEN HONG of Pl KAPPA 
ALPHA and JEN JAMES of 
DELTA ZETA: The window looks 
AWESOME! Thank you for all 
your hard work and dedication. 
We greatly appreciate it! 
,,-,,,c=-,---=oo=.,.-,,--,,--------,-1 0/19 
DELTA ZETAS: Get psyched for 
the best homecoming week ever. 
Love, the Pikes. 
---'----------10/19 
Becky Roth: You looked beautiful 
last night. We're proud of you. 
Love your sisters. 
______ ..c.__10/19 
Toni Griffith of Delta Zeta: get 
excited about Homecoming with 
the Pikes. I look forward to meet-
ing you. Your Pike Buddy. (See ya 
at the float!) 
________ 10/19 
SCARE THE SOCKS OFF A 
FRIEND! "HALLOWEEN BOOS" 
ARE COMING-STAY TUNED TO 
THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS. 
________ 10/20 
AST, KOR, AST, KOR, AST, KOR, 
AST, KOR, AST, KOR, AST, KOR. 
________ 10/19 
Diane Brown of Delta Zeta: You 
were wonderful last night at coro-
nation. Love, the Pikes 
---,,,...,,--,-,-..,,,.,,--,,-,,,.,,--,---,---=--10/19 
AST FLAG FOOTBALL: The play-
off game is scheduled for 5:00 
today. Good luck. Tau love, your 
sisters 
________ 10/19 
Ellen and Matt: Thanks for a great 
MOM and DAD's NIGHT. Love, 
Charlie and Jenni. 
=----,----.,,.--.,.-,,-...,-..,,--,,--10/19 
The Ladies of Phi Beta Chi wish 
an campus organizations Good 
Luck with Homecoming 1993. 
10/19 
_M_E_G-AN_S_U_TT_E_R_O_F_A_S-A: GET 
READY FOR THE TIME OF 
YOUR LIFE-HOMECOMING 
93-! BE GOOD! YOUR MOM IS 
WATCHING YOU!-
________ 10/19 
Son Nguyen (Ronald McDonald 
Miller), Happy 21st Birthday to 
someone who could quite possi-
bly be--the best looking viet-
namese/phillapino kid on cam-
pus! Hey-Friend forever! "ATFY" 
Love, Sarah, Tracey, Erin and 
Tam. 
________ 10/19 
WATCH YOUR BACK! 
HALLOWEEN BOOS ARE COM-
ING SOON-SEND YOUR PALS 
A PERSONAL THAT WILL 
HAUNT THEM FOR LIFE! LOOK 
FOR THEM IN THE NEWS. 
,,.-,-~,.-,-.,,..,....,,,,..,,,..,-,,--,-=c---,,---10/20 
DARELL SNEDIGAR! Don't be 
afraid! The RUMPLEMINTZE girls 
in 119B miss you! Come see us 
this weekend! Love, MYERS and 
ASTRID! 
________ 10/19 
AMANDA STABLEIN: Have you 
been a good girl? Your mommy 
loves you. ASA love, Mommy 
________ 10/19 
SIG KAPs! I just want to thank 
you for giving me the opportunity 
to represent the BEST house. I 
was very honored! Thanks for all 
your support; it meant a lot! Let's 
get psyched for the rest of the 
week! Sig Kap love, Dawn 
________ 10/19 
DELTA ZETAS: AU House meet-
ing tonight at 8. Afterwards be 
ready to pomp! See everyone 
there I 
________ 10/19 
Sig Kap Football Team: Be at the 
field at 3:00, and be ready to give 
100%. Remember win or lose, 
we're proud of you. Your Pike 
coaches. 
________ 10/19 
SIGMA CHIS: Get PSYCHED! Be 
ready to POMP! and we'll see 
you at the barn! Love, the 
LADIES OF TRI-SIGMA 
________ 10/19 
Lea Mann: Happy 20th Birthdaylll 
Your Roommie 
--,-----,,,,---,--.,--,----10/19 
Kim Fila of Alpha Sigma Alpha: 
KEEP TRUE TO YOUR 
DREAMS-See you soon. Love, 
Mom 
________ 10/19 
Michelle Bidinger of ASA: Fire up 
for Homecoming Week! Your 
mom is watching you so be good! 
Your mommy loves you! 
________ 10/19 
TRACY WARD: Happy Birthday! 
We hope you have the BEST DAY 
ever, Sweetheart! Love, The 5th 
Floor 
________ 10/19 
DELTA CHI: I hope everyone had 
a great fall break. Good Luck dur-
ing Homecoming Week! Love, 
Jeni 
________ 10/19 
KAPPA DELTA RHO: ALPHA 
SIGMA TAU: Let's keep up the 
great work on our float. Love, the 
ASTs 
________ 10/19 
Phi Delts: get psyched for an 
awesome Homecoming. The 
Ladies of Phi Beta Chi. 
________ 10/19 
SORORITIES AND FRATERNI-
TIES: CHECK OUT OUR SPE-
CIAL GREEK MUGS AND PAILS. 
UP UP & AWAY, 1503 7TH, 345-
9462. 
_____ ca10/19,21,26,28 
PIKES .. . POMP, POMP, POMP 
... DEE ZEE ... POMP, POMP, 
POMP ... PIKES ... POMP, 
POMP, POMP . . . DEE ZEE ... 
POMP, POMP, POMP ... 
----,,,-,.-------10/19 
Amy Sciaccotta: You looked so 
cute yesterday-Your parents are 
so proud of you. Love, Lynne & 
Erich I 
________ 10/19 
Hey Jenny Van: Thanks again for 
making us feel soooooo cool! 
Yes, we are happy. Love, Ben & 
Dennis 
________ 10/19 
SHAWN & JILL: DON'T WORRY 
NO MATTER WHAT YOU GUYS 
WILL,.ALWAYS BE MY SWEET-
IES. LOVE BEN . 
________ 10/19 
MY TWO SAMS: Thanks for great 
Dad's Night! Let's get together! 
Love, Your Daughter, Nicole 
-,--....,...,,,.,-,--,-.,....,,-.,..,...,.,-,-----10/19 
KRISTY HOHULIN: I miss you. 
Let's get together soon. Love, 
Nicole 
________ 10/19 
HEATHER SHEPPARD: You got it 
going oonnnn!!! Your PIKE 
J3UDDY 
________ 10/19 
Jenn Siwek: Congrats on getting 
lavaliered to Lee VanGuilder of 
DELTA CHI! Phi Sig love & mine, 
Holly & Ron. P.S. We should go 
camping! 
________ 10/19 
JULIE ARENTZ OF DELTA ZETA: 
KEEP POMPIN' YOUR SECRET 
PIKE 
--------- 10/19 
ERIN MURPHY of DELTA ZETA: 
Looking forward to a great · 
Homecoming. Luv, Your Favorite 
Pike 
________ 10/19 
SUZANNE HENNESEY of DELTA 
ZETA: You are the TURTLE OF · 
MY EYE. Your PIKE ADMIRER 
~--------10/19 
MEAN JOE BOBBIE TOUGHEST 
D-LINEMAN : GET OUT AND 
POMP. YOUR ADMIRER FROM 
AFAR 
------,,-~-~10/19 
. DANA FRANZEN of DELTA 
ZETA: HIEEE! Can your say 
Homecoming will be a blast!? 
Love, PIKA Nice Guy 
________ 10/19 
Jennifer Potter: I've prayed for the 
day that we meet. Your long lost 
PIKE LOVER 
_________ 10/19 
Lynn McMillion of DELTA ZETA: 
You have a McMillion boyfriends 
I'm your knight in shining armor. 
Your PIKE PAL' 
________ 10/19 
DELTA ZETAS: Get ready to have 
a great week. Pomp. ·Pomp . . 
Pomp. Love, the Men of Pi Kappa 
Alpha 
________ 10/19 
r .............. :~~~t~~~~~~ ...............  
alvin and Hobbes by Bill Watterson 
with a Birthday ad in 
The Daily Eastern News 
?? SEE?.-' I />//) 
6 ~ M'( COf\"T .' 
lTS RIG\.IT 1\-\~, J\JST 
LIKE I Si\10 .' 
oonesbury 
/fire HA5 l066t/J INTD A 
/.13eNKiHT PAKIY~ THBNeT... 
.New~: 
doyouame 
here of't;en? 
A~1Hf.R 
Tl\ll'i WIR~ 
rcR. lOOA'I • ,-.,,.._..,_.,.,,___'"'f 
BY GARRY TRUDEAU 
Advertiser -----------------
Phone/Address---------------
Date to run ________ Accepted by __ - _ 
Cost: $12 OCash OCheck# __ _ 
HOW: Fill out the 
ad below and take 
it to the Student 
Publications 
business office 
with payment. 
WHEN: 3 business 
days before the ad 
is to be published. 
Write your 
message in the 
blank to the left. 
Limit your ad 
messageto4 
lines (please). 
Bring in a photo of your birthday friend and we will place 
it in the ad for you! Be sure to write your name/phone 
number on the back of the photo. 
'IQ111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 111111111a11111a1~ 
r.-
10 Tuesda , October 19, 1993 The Daily Eastern ~ews 
Lewis· ________ _ UNIVERSITY BOARD SUBWAY COMMITTEE 
PRESENTS: 
• From page 12 
With the conference meet 
just 11 days off, Lewis can 
hardly wait. . 
"I'm really pumped," he 
said. "I've been waiting for 
this for a month." 
The meet will be run on 
Valpo's course, where Lewis 
broke 26 minutes for the 
first time. Eastern, having 
already run there will have 
an edge over Milwaukee, 
whose ''A" team passed up 
the Cougar Invite to the run 
the Midwest Champion-
ships in Kenosha, Wis. 
Lewis said the course was 
for the most part flat and 
fast, which he feels will help 
the team to victory . . 
"As a team we tend to run 
much better on a fast 
course," Lewis said. "I think 
the winner will go sub-25. 
Hopefully it will be one of us. 
"We've all had good races 
so far, but haven't put them 
all together at once. If we do, 
I think we're going to sur-
prise Milwaukee, and win 
it." 
When-Wed, Oct. 20 at 8 p.m. 
Where-Rathskeller in the 
Martin Luther Klng Jr. 
University Union 
TICKETS: 
$1 STUDENT W/ID 
$3 GENERAL PUBLIC 
Freshmen COMEDIAN Tommy Blaze 1111 UNIVERSITY ~...:-
· • From page 12 
only two upperclassmen on 
the field, with the remain-
. ing ri.ine Panthers all being 
freshmen. 
In Sunday's game, a 2-0 
loss to Northern Illinois, 
Eastern did not perform as 
sharply, according to 
Mosnia. 
"We were a little flat," 
Mosnia said. "It kind of 
reminded me of the Cincin-
nati ga~e." The Bearcats 
defeated Eastern 6-3 on 
Oct. 2. 
The Panthers did manage 
to put the ball in . the net 
but the play was ruled off-
side by the officials. . 
"I have looked at the 
video and it doesn't look to 
Women 
" From page 12 
com.petition down there," 
Craft said. "I was a little bit 
disappointed with ~he times, 
_but I thought the young 
women competed well and 
we ran against people well. 
There was some pretty good 
teams there." 
Brooke Roberts finished 
in sixth place (19:30) and 
Irma Perez was a second 
behind her in seventh 
(19:31). Amy Bersig was 
right behind them in ninth 
(19:40). These three Lady 
Panthers was Eastern's only 
semblance of a pack, which 
· makes Craft a bit nervous 
with the Mid-Continent 
Conference meet slated 
next. 
"I thought that (a pack) 
would be down to around a 
minute. That concerns me 
Order Now for Oct. 21 delivery 
345-7083 
Limited suppplies 
"''114iif 
- Tonight: 
Arcfiers 
of Loaf 
from North Carolina 
-With Mother 
$2.00 
Doors 10:00 p.rn. 
Show 10:30 p.m. 
2Bands 
2Clams 
Henry Ospina 
be offside," 
Mosnia 
said. "But 
it may not 
be a very 
g 0 0 d 
angle." 
According 
to Mosnia, 
t h e 
'Panthers 
had the 
opportunities to score but 
the team did n.ot convert its 
chances into goals. 
"They (NIU) scored on 
two of our breakdowns," 
· said Mosnia. "The first goal 
was headed in off a crossing 
pass and we were watch-
ing." 
Jacob Gress, a junior 
goa~keeper from O'Fallon, 
Brooke 
Roberts 
If ma 
Perez 
because that's where we are 
going to have to improve in . 
order to do anything in the 
conference," Craft said. "The 
fifth and sixth runner are 
well aware of that and we 
can't put all of the pressure 
of them because if the first 
couple three people run 
·faster it just makes it 
tougher." 
Carey Dunker was about 
a minute behind Bersig in 
replaced Brian Ritschel 
after Ritschel was injured 
early in the game. 
According to Mosnia, the 
extent of Ritschel's injury is 
not yet known, but he says 
the team feels good about 
Gress' performance. 1 
"Jacob (Gress) has not 
had much experience this 
year but he played well. 
The goals weren't his fault," 
Mosnia said. "We will just 
have to play a little harder 
with an unfamiliar goal-
keeper." 
The weekend split brings 
the Panthers record to 8-6 
overall and . 2-3 in Mid-
Continent Conference 
action. Eastern will host 
Mid-Con opponent Valpar-
aiso on Friday. 
Amy 
Bersig 
17th (20:39), 
followed by 
B e t h 
Rudnicke in 
2 2 n d 
(21:05). Kim 
Becker took 
38th (22:17) 
and Shelly 
Baron fin-
ished in 
43rd (22:49). 
Now that 
the regular season is over, 
the Lady Panthers can focus 
on the Mid-Con meet. Craft 
said that Western Illinois 
University, University of 
Wisconsin-Milwaukee and 
Youngstown State are 
Eastern's main competition. 
Finishing in the top three is 
the team's goal, but surely 
the Lady Panthers aren't 
eyeing the second-biggest 
trophy. 
......................... 
: 
$20 Off 
Contact Lenses 
with Exam. 
1/300 
Complete Gllmes 
(frames & lenses) 
• 
Students. •• 
Faculty._ 
Administration .•• 
904 E. Lincoln 
2 Blocks East of 
OLD MAIN 
1993 HOMECOMING CO-CHAIRS 
ACTIVITIES 
Kristie Kahles 
Brad Winn 
SPIRIT 
Ron Carmona 
Kristin Nielsen 
KICKOFF 
Anne Schmeltzer 
Tara Tyler 
OVERALL COORDINATOR 
Blake Wood 
BOOKLET 
Melanie Blum 
Shannon Proefrock 
ELECTION 
Julie Doss 
Sara Shumard 
PROMOTIONS/PUBLICl1Y 
Colleen Murphy 
Kelly Willis 
SECRETARY- Shirley Von Bokel 
CORONATION 
Matt Giordano 
Tanya Koonce 
PARADE 
Brenda Brown 
Stuart Kaeding 
Jon Rankins 
Jen Siwek 
*A very special thanks to: Sha Woodyard, David Mi/berg, and the Advisors that have done so much. 
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dy, Panthers dominate 
..... ·nois Wesleyan tennis 
The women's tennis team 
red a convincing win at 
ois Wesleyan this week-
' losing only one match in 
8-1 win over the Lady 
s. 
nfortunately, that win 
't seem to convince coach 
Ross that his team was 
· g up to their potential. 
e didn't play as serious 
we should have," said 
s. "I feel we've had a let-
wn since the Mid-Con-
nt (Tournament)." 
singles action, Theresa 
age continued her sue-
s in the No. 1 field, by 
scoring a 7-5, 3-6, 7-5 win 
over Amy O'Conner. No. 2 
Samantha Wulfers won 
handily over Laura Brockob 
6-4, 6-1. In No. 3 action, 
Terra Erickson slipped by 
Lori Jacobs in a hard fought 
match by a 4-6, 6-4, 7-6 
score. 
Geeta Dua won her match 
over Alicia Swanson in No. 4 
singles 6-2, 6-0, while Steph-
anie Sullivan won the No. 5 
match over Tracy Laman 6-
3, 6-4. 
Replacing Kristy Sims in 
the No. 6 slot was Melissa 
Welch, who was victorious 
over Michelle Kominick 6-0, 
6-1. 
Sims is currently on the 
injured list with a torn 
Achilles tendon. Ross ex-
plained that Sims' status is 
currently "day to day." 
The only loss of the day 
occurred in the No. 2 doubles 
flight, as Welch and Dua 
dropped a 4-6, 3-6 decision to 
Jacobs and Swanson. Ram-
age and Wulfers captured 
the No. 1 flight with a 7-6, 6-
1 triumph over O'Conner and 
Brackob, while Sullivan and 
Erickson also captured their 
match by a 6-2, 6-2 score. 
The Lady Panthers con-
clude their fall season this 
weekend by traveling to 
Louisville, Ky. to participate 
in the Louisville Invitation-
al. 
en's. tennis team gains 
eekend split at home 
Eastern's men's tennis team came away 
th a split of its final two home matches 
the season this past weekend. And 
though a split is uplifting for · the team, 
ey know that both matches could have 
nwon. 
Eastern breezed by Northeastern Illinois 
"versity on Saturday morning, but later 
11 victim to Bradley University in a close 
tch. 
In their opening match, the Panthers 
on all three doubles matches over 
ortheastern and then cruised through 
st of the singles matches. 
George Macy at No. 1 singles and Pat 
ellin at No. 2 singles were the only play-
to lose in singles competition. 
The bottom four players for Eastern all 
on their singles matches. Brad Rozboril at 
o. 3 singles (6-0, 6-0), Brandon Kuhl at 
. 4 singles (6-0, 6-1), Ryan Ivers at No. 5 
gles (6-2, 6-1) and Jeff Lindstrom at No. 
csingles (6-0, 6-0) all easily moved through 
eir matches, losing a total of only four 
mes. 
On Saturday afternoon Eastern went up 
ainst a Bradley team which they had not 
ten in over five years, but the Panthers 
re close to winning in all of those previ-
matches. 
Bradley did it again to Eastern, but this 
e was hard to swallow, because the 
nthers had led most of the way but could 
not provide the knockout punch when given 
the opportunity. 
"We haven't beaten Bradley in at least 
five years," said head coach J6hn Bennett. 
"It was in the bag, but somebody forgot to 
close the bag." 
Bennett made some changes with his 
doubles teams before the Bradley match 
after there was some dissent among some 
of the pairings. It proved to be a good deci-
sion. 
Eastern started out quick, winning two 
of the three doubles matches. Using the 
new format, the Panthers needed only to 
win three of the six singles matches to earn 
th_e victory. Unfortunately, they couldn't 
capitalize on the opportunity. 
Brad Rozboril won at No. 3 singles and it 
looked as if Eastern would finally get a vic-
tory over Bradley. But Brandon Kuhl at No. 
4 singles proved to be the only other victory 
for the Panthers. 
Eastern suffered tough losses at No. 2 
and No. 6 singles. Pat Mellin won the first 
set at No. 2 but dropped his last two. Jeff . 
Lindstrom, at No. 6, dropped a heartbreak-
er with a 12-10 tie-break loss in his final 
set. 
"Some of our losses were unexpected, but 
there's nothing you can do. Those things · 
happen" said Bennett. "One or two of our 
losses were because of our court conduct 
and not being in the right frame of mind to 
give it 100 percent." · 
Eastern travels to take on Wright State 
today to end its fall season. 
EXERCISE AND YOU EVERYONE NEEDS 
MORE 
MONEY! 
t!)~ 
TONIGHT: 
Recre'ation, especially exer-
cise, is essential to living a 
healthy life. Find out from 
Eastern's own expert how to 
identify the best program just 
for you. 50¢ Dr. Thomas Woodall, Dept. of Physical Education 
Wednesday, Oct. 20, Noon 
Arcola Room,MLK Union 
Sponsor~d by the EIU 
Counseling Center 
Keystone cans 
No cover 
•• estaurant, Sports Bar &. Banquet Facility 
Top 40 Coun-try Video Night 
Line Dancing Tonight 
Free Instruction 9-11 
Lunch: Hot Buffet with Salad Bar (Meat w/ vegetables) 
All you can eat $SH 
Chili $115 
Harn &. Cheese $225 
Stix Burger $2:111 . 
Dinner: Deluxe Steak Sandwich $225 
20 oz. Miiier Lite &. MGD $1 :111 
· Free Giveaways 
World Serles Headquarters 
Plan Sunday Brunch in Our New 
Banquet Facility this Sunday 11 a.m. - 2p.m. 
ALL YOU CA~EAT-LARGESELECTION $625 
Headquarters for Baseball Playoffs/White Sox 
Pool $115 
Never a Cover 
~ 9 to enter 21 to drink ID-Drivers license 
Right? 
SO ... why not sell your 
unwanted items in 
The Daily Eastern News 
Classified Section! 
ll 
BELL'S FLOWER CORNER 
DOZEN LONG STEMME 
RED.ROSES 
$14.95 WRAPPED 
$19.95 VASED 
1335 MONROE 345-3919 
r-----------------------, 
50¢ OFF 
Any Sandwich 
(Except Junior Roast Beef) 
LIMITED FOUR OFFERS PER COUPON, NOT VALID 
WITH ANY OTHER OFFERS, PROMOTIONAL DIS-
COUNTS, OR IN STORE SPECIALS. VALID ONLY AT 
CHARLESTON ARBY'S RESTAURANT. 
Expires 1112193 
L-----------------------~ 
r-----------------------, 
ANY CHICKEN 
SANDWICH 
only $1.99 +tax . 
J 
L&i!f~~~$~~.f{ifb~~J'~C, ~2g~g~l~~JL "ti~-D 
COUNTS, OR IN STORE SPECIALS. VALID ONLY AT 
CHARLESTON ARBY'S RESTAURANT. 
Expires 1112193 
L-----------------------~ 
r-----------------------, r-------------------~5P'Lul 
: 5 REGULAR 2 Beef & Cheddar 1 ! ROAST BEEF FOR Sandwiches !. 
! ' only $ 5 • 00 +tax only $ 3 • 1 9 . +tax ! 
I I 
1 L&i!f~~$~.?{ifb~~J'~C, ~2gr,g~i~~JL v6i~? L&i!f~~$~~.?{if5~~J'~C, ~2gr,gM~l;_ v6i~? . : 
: COUNTS, OR IN STORE SPECIALS. VALID ONLY AT COUNTS, OR IN STORE SPECIALS. VALID ONLY AT I 
I CHARLESTON ARBY'S RESTAURANT. CHARLESTON ARBY'S RESTAURANT. I 
1 Expires 1112193 Expires 1112/93 I L----------------------- -----------------------~ 
TASTE THE ARBY'S 
DIFFERENCE · 
31 O Lincoln Ave. • Charleston • 348-5144 
C.OOD/i'EAR ·• 
' ' ./ ~ . •. 
n-----~,---------------, 1 Front Disc 1 Lube, 1 Winter 1 
1 Brakes • Oil Filter : Flush & Fill 1 
lincludes resurfac- : Change : Chee~ I 
I ing rotors I up to 4 I Includes 1 Gal. Anti-Freeze I 
I & Labor /Metaalic I qts./Pennzoil 1 Exp. 10/26/93 1 
I Pads Extra 1 1 Ow30 Most Cars 1 $2 49S I I Exp. 1 0/26/93 I Exp.1 0/26/93 1 - I 
: $5999 : $1295 : Hoses&BeltsChecked: 
I Free .J L--------------~-------
Special Discount for EIU Students• Free lnspections/W Oil Change 
f 4-wfieei-•-R0t~e1-~-Fro~i::na1 
1Alignment : Balance • Alignment 1 
I I 4 Ti res I Recommended for Rear I 
Recommended for- I I Wheel Drive Cars I I front Wheel Drive 1 Most Cars I Exp 10/26/93 I Gars Exp. 10/26/93 1 · I 
I Exp. 10/26/93 : $1999 1 $2699 I 
I $449!:1: I I Labor II 
I Extra• I . 
L-------~-------~-~-----~ OWEN AUTOMOTIVE & TIRE 
BY APPOINTMENT 
(FORMERLY CLODFELDER'S GOODYEAR) 
417 MADISON, CHARLESTON, IL ,345-2130 
. HOURS: MON .- SAT. BAM - 5 PM 
ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ARE ACCEPTED 
1 Topping 
PlzZA· $4,, . only . $4" 
r, 
....... j 
Lew.j.s' consistency 
pacing Panthers 
''By BRIAN HARRIS going to run good," said Lewis. "When I was 
Staff writer with Nate at three miles it really motivated 
Oftentimes in sport, 
consistency from an ath-
lete is valued more from 
their coach than an occa-
sional stellar perfo~mance. 
Head cross country 
coach John Mclnerney val-
ues consistency, especially Dave Lewis 
with a conference champi-
onship right around the 
corner. He knows anything can happen in a 
race, and that any of his runn~rs could have 
a bad race on any given day. 
But some of his runners give him less 
worries than others .. 
Senior Dave Lewis is one of them. 
Next to Nate Shaffer, the Panthers' top 
runner all season, Lewis runs a close second 
for consistency. He's been among the scoring 
top. five in every race so far, and has recent-
ly made a strong push forward, that even 
gave Shaffer's top dog status a scare. 
A.t the Central Collegiate Championships 
this weekend in Kalamazoo, Mich., Lewis 
placed 11th out of 110 runners. Even more 
significant for Lewis was that he finished 
just one place, and less than one second 
· behind Shaff er, in the fastest time of his life 
for 8,000 meters (4.97 miles). 
Normally a good 30 seconds or more 
ahead of his teammates at the line, Shaffer 
had to muster his best sprint to overcome 
Lewis Saturday, who at one point led 
·shaff er ·by 25 yards. 
-Lewis' time of 25:33.8 took over 14 sec-
onds off his previous best that he ran at 
Valparaiso's Cougar Invitational a month 
ago. He · was the only · one of the nine 
Panthers entered who scored a personal 
best. 
"It's weird, I just had a feeling I was 
me, and gave me a big burst of adrenaline. I 
was hoping for a personal record before con-
ference to lift me up." 
For Lewis, as well as the rest of the team, 
the Mid-Continent Championships on Oct. 
30 has been the main focus of the season. 
The team so far has beaten every school in 
the conference except Wisconsin-Mil-
waukee, to which Eastern lost by a narrow 
three points five weeks ago in the first meet 
of the season. 
However, Lewis already knows the feel-
ing of winning a Mid-Con title. He trans-
ferred to Eastern last fall from rival 
Western Illinois, who took the team title in 
1991. 
"Winning the conference while I was at 
Western was the best feeling I've ever had," 
Lewis said. "I want that feeling again. I 
think this team can do it. Going in we'll be 
ranked number two. But I think that's good 
in a way. It'll give us something to shoot 
for." 
"Lewis is the kind of runner coaches 
want," said Mclnerney. "We like consistency. 
Guys who are up and down all of the time 
are basket cases. But when you have some-
one who runs consistent, you're always con-
fident when he steps to the line." 
Last year as a newcomer Lewis wasn't 
the only one getting used to a new team. 
Jeff Trask had just transferred in from 
Danville junior college, and the team was 
loaded with rookies fresh out of high school. 
"It was strange coming in and not know-
ing anyone," Lewis said. "We all took a 
while getting used to each other. Last year 
It seemed like we were all competing 
against one another. Now, it doesn't matter 
what man you are, as long as we get the job 
• Continued on page 10 
Up and over 
Junior forward Andre Rodriguez goes up with a ju 
during an informal scrimage Monday afternoon in 
Gym. Basketball practice for the Panthers oificiaUy b 
on Nov. 1. 
Panther trio gets 
Gateway honors 
Freshmen key Panthers 
to 10-1 soccer victory 
Despite losing to No. 9 
Northern Iowa last Satur-
day, Eastern still made its 
mark on the Gateway 
Conference. Tb"ree Eastern 
football ·players gained 
"Player of the Week" honors 
in the Gateway for their 
performances. 
Sophomore running back 
Willie High was named the 
Gaieway's "Offensive Player 
of the Week" for his record-
breaking. performance 
against the purple Panthers 
of Northern Iowa. High, a 
native of Mattoon, carried 
the ball a school-and Gete-
way....record 48 times and 
registered 224 yards on the 
ground. . . 
. It was the-fifth best sin-
gle game effort in Eastern 
history and No. 9 on the 
Gateway single game list. 
High also scored three 
touchdowns. It was the 
highest output in the con-
ference this season and 
moved High into first place 
in league rushing. He is 
also No. 10 in the nation at 
Division I-AA with an aver-
age o·f 108.3 yards per 
game. 
The person who helped 
High gain some of those 
yards also gained some rec-
ognition. Junior center 
Duane Conway was named 
"Co-Offensive Lineman of 
the Week." 
Conway, a product of 
Downers Grove North High 
School in Bolingbrook, was 
in 81of86 offensive snaps, 
graded 87 percent, had 
seven 'crush' blocks where 
he put the defender on his 
back and four 'extra effort' 
blocks where he completed 
his initial assignment and 
then executed another 
downfield block. 
Sophomore kicker Steve 
Largent was named as the 
"Gateway Special Teams 
Playel' of the Week," after 
setting a school record with 
his 43rd consecutive suc-
cessful Point After Touch-
down attempts. Largent, 
who is out of Pike High 
School in Indianapolis, Ind., 
also made field goals of 29 
and 42 yards. He has made 
six of eight field goals this 
year. 
- Staff report 
By JASON STONE 
Staff writer 
by netting three goals for his first hat trick 
the season. 
Eastern's freshmen led the way Friday by 
scoring eight of the team's 10 goals as the 
Panthers cruised by the University of Illinois-
Chicago 10-1. The score was the Panthers 
largest offensive output since a 15-0 thrashing 
of DePaul in 1987. 
Greg McDonald, a freshman fullback 
Frankfort, recorded four points on two go 
and two assists while Mark Valintis contribu 
a goal and three assists. 
"The freshmen really wanted to play h 
Mosnia said. "I think that's the differen 
between freshmen and upperclassm 
Sometimes upperclassmen relax where t 
freshmen always want to prove themselves." 
"The freshman played a hell of a game," said 
Panther coach Cizo Mosnia. "We made some 
switches and they played with a lot of heart." Eastern played most of the second h8.If wi 
Freshman forward Henry Ospina led the way 
• Continued on page 10 
Women's cross county 
team second yet again 
By JOHN COX 
Staff writer 
Being second place often 
enough will be remembered. 
Remember the Buffalo 
Bills who came in second 
place three times? A lot of 
speculation was involved on 
whether or not head coach 
Marv Levy would have a job 
after each Super Bowl loss. 
Taking all of this into con-
sideration about being sec-
ond, why is Lady Panther 
head coach John Craft happy 
to have finished second in the 
last four meets they've run 
in, including -last Saturday's 
second place in the Austin 
Peay Invitational? 
"It's like being in the World 
Series and getting second 
place. You think of all of the 
other teams that are not sec-
ond. Kind of like the Bills in . 
the Super Bowl," Craft said. 
"I don't mind being second. 
Southern Illinois University 
was clearly a better team 
than what we were. I like 
be realistic. Realistically, 
finished where we shoul 
have finished, which was s 
ond place." 
Southern Illinois Unive 
sity took the championshi 
with a mere 23 points. Eas 
ern claimed second with 53 
16 points ahead ofthird-pla 
Western Kentucky Univer 
sity. Host Austin Peay fin• 
ished in fourth with 137. 
"There was some tough 
" Continued on page 10 
